Skeleton driven character animation is the most popular animation technique. It has been widely applied in the current computer animation industry. Correct determination of joint positions plays a very important role in creating realistic skin deformation of character animation. Current various approaches of skeleton driven character animation have not addressed this issue. In this paper, we propose a statistical method to determine the correct joint position using the statistical data analysis of different X-ray joint images. First, we measure different joint positions from sample X-ray images. Then, we statistically analyse the data, and obtain relative mean and maximum and minimum positions together with the relative range of joints which are used to determine correct joint positions.
INTRODUCTION
Skeleton driven character animation is most frequently applied in computer animation since various commercial animation packages use the technique of skeleton driven character animation. Skeleton driven skin deformation is essential for realistic character animation as the realism of an animated character depends on the appearance and motion of the character. Skeleton driven character animation involves the following steps. First, a skin surface for the virtual character is created. Then this surface is mapped onto the skeleton. The animator spends a lot of time and effort to deform the skin surface realistically in relation to the motion of the skeleton. The realism of an animated character depends on the correctness of this relationship between skin and skeleton movement. Most character animation is driven by skeleton. The quality of skeleton driven character animation depends on correct joint positions. Currently, joint determination is a manual process where animators place joints on to a 3D model without any reference data. Hence this manual process may not produce correct joint positions leading to an unrealistic skin deformation.
The concept of joint-related skin deformation was first explored by Thalmann et al. (1998) . The basic concept of skeleton subspace deformation was, later on, explained by Lander (1998 Lander ( , 1999 . The problem of shrinkage around a joint during bending or twisting was discovered by Weber et al. (2000) . Wang and Philips (2002) proposed a multi-weight envelop technique to overcome this problem. Mohr and Gleicher (2003) proposed to add additional joints. Kavan and Zara (2005) introduced spherical blend skinning. Yang et al. (2006) suggested curve skeleton skinning approach. The research work carried out by Yang et al. (2006) used influence joints and blend weights as a solution to this problem. Vertices are transformed by using a number of weights for smooth transformation of bones around the joints of character's skeleton. This method is quite interactive and uses minimum animation data.
In order to address this issue, in this paper, we will develop a method which presents the relative mean, maximum and minimum positions together with the relative range of joints from the statistical analysis of available X-ray images. These data can be used to determine the positions of joints correctly.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF JOINT DETERMINATION
The basic idea of our proposed method is to find out the statistical data from the X-ray images of joints available from internet and hospitals and use these statistical data to guide the placement of joints of character models. Figure 1 shows the five X-ray images of a human right hand. The lengths between the joints are calculated by using Image Processing tool in Mat lab. For each of grooming, middle, ring and little fingers, the length between the first joint and the second joint from the root of fingers is marked as 1 J , that between the second and third joints was marked as 2 J , and the length beyond the third joint was marked as 3 J . For the thumb, the length between the first joint and the second joint from the root of the thumb is marked as 1 J , and that beyond the second joint was marked as 2 J . The obtained values of 1 J , 2 J and 3 J for all the fingers shown in Figure 1 were given in Taking the grooming finger in Figure 1a as an example, the total length of the finger is: 
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
It can be seen clearly from Figure 2c and 3c that different skin deformations were generated by different joint positions. The skin deformation caused by the joints determined with the statistical method given in this paper creates a more realistic appearance than that caused by the manually specified joints. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a statistical method to determine the positions of joints based on available X-ray images and statistics. We have also obtained the statistical data of the joint positions of human fingers. For our future work, we will use more X-ray images of human fingers to obtain the statistical data and extend our proposed method to a whole human model. We will also investigate the statistical data of people with different age and sex groups and provide more useful statistical data for correct determination of joints of skeleton driven character models. 
